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ISYS:web 7
Based on the core ISYS engine, ISYS:web 7 is an easy-to-deploy search solution for websites, intranets
and portals. ISYS:web 7 supports more than 30 foreign languages and 140 file types, including standard
formats, web content and databases. Capable of everything from Natural Language search to Boolean and
proximity queries, ISYS:web 7 enables comprehensive out-of-the-box search that also offers the flexibility
and extensibility required for maximum customization, all in a single product.

What are the benefits of ISYS:web 7?
Countless studies have demonstrated the important role that search plays in the effectiveness and usability
of intranets, portals and websites. ISYS:web 7 provides the means for quickly and easily pinpointing
information in these environments. Better information availability leads to more-informed, higher-quality
decisions, as well as improved productivity. Not only is time saved in finding information, but also in
eliminating the duplication of effort.
ISYS:web 7 enables this by providing a range of results navigation and document view tools. Filter or sort
by a variety of criteria, search within a results set or preview just the relevant portions of a large document.
ISYS:web 7 also offers on-the-fly categorization, hit highlighting and hit-to-hit navigation for easily navigating
search results and locating search terms. Administrators will also benefit from ISYS:web 7’s easy-to-deploy,
web-based administration, and features like ISYS SearchTrends, which provides your organization with the
ability to measure and analyze search activity.

Who uses ISYS:web?
Thousands of businesses and government organizations worldwide have deployed ISYS:web to provide
their website, intranet and portal users with a simple and effective search solution. Corporations rely on
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information can be made available to customer support teams or R&D staff; sales proposals and reports
can be shared between offices; and company policies and procedures can be easily disseminated to
employees.
Government agencies use ISYS:web to unlock public information via their websites, while online retail sites
use it to help customers find the products and services that most interest them. Organizations in legal,
financial services, healthcare and more also benefit from ISYS:web and its ability to increase productivity,
eliminate duplication of work and drastically reduce the amount of time spent searching for information.
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ISYS:web 7 is easy to implement and maintain, and offers 100-percent web-based administration, thus
ensuring a seamless experience for IT administrators. ISYS:web 7 can operate as a standalone web server
or can integrate into an existing environment. It can also be configured to automatically update indexes at
predefined times. With ISYS:web 7, you’ll never need to reformat or relocate your data, nor will you have
to retain an army of consultants just to wrestle the technology out of the box. Apart from offering a hasslefree indexing process, ISYS:web 7 also comes standard with a default template designed to ensure rapid
deployment and layout customization. These tools are simple enough to deploy search in a matter of hours,
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or, for customers requiring greater flexibility, ISYS:web 7 also comes standard with a developer’s toolkit to
enable maximum customization. Whatever route you choose, ISYS:web 7 is a search solution that you can
have up and running in a matter of days, not months, and at a fraction of the cost of competing solutions.
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ISYS:web 7 Features
ISYS:web 7 offers a broad set of features designed to help you get the most out of your deployment,
including search log analysis tools that enable you to track trends in user search behavior.
The Query - enter search terms and set up your query to find the precise information you’re looking for. ISYS
ensures the greatest flexibility during this step by providing a range of query options.
n Broad search functionality. ISYS searches every type of data, including unstructured or full text, semistructured and structured; more than 140 formats are supported, in 30 different languages.
n Multiple Query Methods. ISYS understands that different users require different kinds of search methods.
Five primary methods are available, ranging from Natural Language, Web Style and the easy pointand-click Menu-Assisted mode through to the advanced Command-Based mode using the ISYS Query
Syntax. ISYS also offers Boolean and proximity operators, phrase matching, and fielded searches.
n Intelligent language interpretation. ISYS compensates for variations in word tense,styles of expressing
numbers and dates, spelling and scanning errors, and synonyms.
n The Subscribed Search function is ISYS’ built-in push technology that constantly monitors your corporate
knowledge base or nominated sites on the Internet and reports back everytime something new appears
that matches your predefined search criteria. Alerts are delivered via email or RSS.
The Results Display - you are provided with a list of results related to your query. The ISYS interface makes
it easy to quickly review the results and pinpoint the information you want.
n Sub-second results. ISYS returns results instantly, thus saving you more time.
n Relevant results. ISYS uses a proprietary algorithm to determine which results are most relevant to your
query, and lists these first.
n Quick view. For each document in the list, a context extract of every occurrence of the search terms can
be displayed, enabling you to verify if the content is relevant.
n Hit highlighting displays each search term with a highlighted background, so you can see exactly where
they occur within a document, even in PDFs.
n Rich HTML. Display documents in rich format with full hit highlighting of search terms. SQL databases
can be displayed in user-defined Rich SQL templates, created in the HTML Editing Suite. ISYS can also
automatically generate a table of contents for documents rendered in the browser.
Results Navigation and Retrieval - navigate your results to quickly locate the right information.
n On-the-fly categorization provides you with the means for drilling down into a particular category, thus
refining the results list to a specific topic. Your IT administrators can use ISYS:web 7’s tools to customize
the categories to meet your organization’s specific business rules.
n Hit-to-hit navigation. ISYS allows you to jump from one hit to the next with a single click. No more
scrolling through long documents to locate their relevant portions!
n Sort results by a variety of criteria, including date, title, number of hits and more; search within results to
narrow down the results list by conducting another query on those documents in the list; or use ISYS:web
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7’s filtering function to refine the results list.

n Web-based & remote administration

Search Log Analysis - analyze search behavior via a series of reports to improve search administration,

n ISYS SearchTrends reporting

results and site content.

n Search 128 indexes at once

n ISYS SearchTrends provides you with a variety of reports to help you better analyze search activity and
user behavior. Default reports include top searches, searches with no results, subsequent searches, and
trends such as ascending and descending searches.

n 64 million documents per index
n Typical indexing speed: 10GB/hr
n 140+ file formats
n Windows NT Security support
n Support for scripting, .NET and SOAP
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n Multi-processor support
n Log files compatible w/ Apache tools

